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for computing coalitions in Multirobot Systems
Patrice Caire 1 and Antonis Bikakis2
Abstract. We introduce a new methodology to systematically com-
pute all possible coalitions among the robots of a multirobot system
using the model and algorithms of Multi-Context Systems (MCS).
1 Introduction
In multirobot systems, robots have goals to satisfy. Typically, a robot
cannot reach its goals just by itself, but needs to cooperate with other
robots, for example because it needs a resource or does not have the
capability required to perform a task. The questions then are: Which
robots to cooperate with? Which coalition to join? The problem of
assembling a group of robots to cooperate in order for each of them
to reach their own goals, or their common goals, is referred to as
coalition formation. To our knowledge, there are no previous works
on multirobot systems that have made use of MCS, however, MCS
can bring new insights to the problem. Based on a parallelism that
we draw between notions of MCS on the one hand such as context,
bridge rule and equilibria, and notions of multirobot systems on the
other such as robot, dependency and coalition, we can use MCS tools
to solve problems in multirobot systems.
In this paper we address the question of how to find and evaluate
coalitions among robots in a multirobot system. Our methodology is
the following. First, we model the dependencies among the system
robots, using dependence relations. Second, we model the system as
a MCS: each robot is modeled as a context with a knowledge base,
an underlying logic and a set of bridge rules. Third, we compute all
possible coalitions among the robots using algorithms used for the
computation of equilibria in MCS. Fourth, given a set of require-
ments, we show how to select the best solutions, and illustrate our
research with an example using humanoid robots.
2 Running Example
In an office building, there are assistant robots to human workers. As
office materials are often insufficient, they have to be shared. Workers
can submit requests to the robots to deliver the needed materials for
them, while they keep on working at their desks. We refer to a request
submitted to the robots as a task. Workers and robots communicate
via a simple web-based application, which transmits the workers’
requests to the robots and keeps track of their status. The robots have
limited computational resources. They only keep track of what they
have done recently. Furthermore, not all of the robots know about the
exact location of a material. Therefore, they rely on each other for
information about the location of materials. In short, the last robot
which dealt with a material is the one which knows where it is.
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We assume that there is a set of 4 robots R = {r1, r2, r3, r4} and
four tasks: T = {t1, t2, t3, t4}, where: t1 is to deliver a pen to desk
A, t2 is to deliver a piece of paper to desk A, t3 is to deliver a tube
of glue to desk B, and t4 is to deliver a cutter to desk B. Due to their
structures, robots can carry certain materials: r1 can carry the pen or
the glue, r2 can only carry the paper, r3 can carry the glue or the
cutter, and r4 can carry the pen or the cutter.
The accomplishment of a task requires getting information about
the source and the destination of a material and carrying the mate-
rial from the source to the destination. Each robot knows who has
this information, but the actual coordinates are revealed only after
an agreement on a coalition among the robots has been made. This
involves interdependency among robots. Upon receiving informa-
tion about the tasks, robots decide how to form coalitions to execute
them. We refer to a coalition as a group of robots executing a task.
For example to accomplish all tasks t1, t2, t3, t4, the following coali-
tions may be formed: C0 : {(r1, t3), (r2, t2), (r3, t4), (r4, t1)} and
C1 : {(r1, t1), (r2, t2), (r3, t3), (r4, t4)} After forming coalitions,
each robot has to generate its own plan to carry out the assigned tasks,
e.g. plan the optimal route to get the material and carry it to its desti-
nation. Figure 1 presents robots’ knowledge and current distances.
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Figure 1. Robots’knowledge (left); Distances (right)
3 Computing coalitions with MCS
One question that arises in scenarios such as the one that we present
in Section 2 is how to compute the alternative coalitions that may be
formed to achieve a set of given goals. Our proposed solution is based
on the use of heterogeneous MCS [2]. Roughly, a MCS is a set of
contexts, each one composed of a knowledge base with an underlying
logic, and a set of bridge rules, which enable adding information to
a context based on what is believed or disbelieved in other contexts.
3.1 Modeling dependencies
We model each robot in a multirobot system as a context in a MCS.
The context knowledge base describes the goals of the robot and
the actions that it can perform. Goals and actions are represented
as literals of the form gk, aj , respectively. Bridge rules represent
the dependencies of the robot on other robots to achieve its goals.
A dependence relation dp : basic dep(ri, rj , gk, pl, am) denotes
that robot ri depends on robot rj to achieve goal gk, because rj
may perform action am needed in the plan pl, which achieves the
goal [15]. For a goal gk of robot ri, which is achieved through plan
pl = (r1 : a1, r2 : a2, ..., rn : an), where rj : aj represents action
aj performed by robot rj , the following dependence relations hold:
dpj : basic dep(ri, rj , gk, pl, aj), j = {1, ..., n}
We denote this set of dependencies asDP (ri, gk, pl). And we define
bridge rules describing dependence relations as follows:
Definition 1 For a robot ri with goal gk achieved though plan pl,
the set of dependencies DP (ri, gk, pl) - where pl = (r1 : a1, r2 :
a2, ..., rn : an) - is represented by a bridge rule of the form:
(ci : gk)← (c1 : a1), (c2 : a2), ..., (cn : an)
where cj , j = 1, ..., i, ..., n, represents robot rj .
Definition 2 extends the notion of MCS to multirobot systems.
Definition 2 A MCS M(R) corresponding to a multirobot system
R is a set of contexts ci = {Li, kbi, bri}, where Li = (KBi, BSi,
ACCi) is the logic of robot ri ∈ R, kbi ∈ KBi is a knowledge base
that describes the actions that ri can perform and its goals, and bri
is a set of bridge rules, a subset of which represents the dependencies
DP (ri, gk, pl) of ri on other robots in R for all goals gk of ri and
all plans pl with which these goals can be achieved.
Example 1 In our example, we assume that the four robots use
propositional logic. Robots r1-r4 are modelled as contexts c1-c4, re-
spectively, with the following knowledge bases:
kb1 ={a2s, a1d, a3d, a1c ∨ a3c}, kb2 = {a1s, a4d, a2c}
kb3 ={a4s, a2d, a3c ∨ a4c}, kb4 = {a3s, a1c ∨ a4c}
where aij represents the actions that a robot can perform. i stands
for the object to be delivered: 1 stands for the pen, 2 for the paper, 3
for the glue and 4 for the cutter. j stands for the kind of action that
the robot can perform: c stands for carrying the object, s stands for
providing information about the source, while d stands for providing
information about the destination of the object.
We represent the four tasks that the robots have to perform, ti, as
goals, gi. For example g1 represents the task of delivering the pen to
desk A (t1). Assuming that each robot can achieve goal gi, i.e. deliver
an object i, only if it can perform action aic (i.e. carry object i) the
following bridge rules describe how the four goals can be achieved.
(r1 : g1)← (r1 : a1c), (r2 : a1s)
(r4 : g1)← (r4 : a1c), (r2 : a1s), (r1 : a1d)
(r2 : g2)← (r2 : a2c), (r1 : a2s), (r3 : a2d)
(r1 : g3)← (r1 : a3c), (r4 : a3s)
(r3 : g3)← (r3 : a3c), (r4 : a3s), (r1 : a3d)
(r3 : g4)← (r3 : a4c), (r2 : a4d)
(r4 : g4)← (r4 : a4c), (r3 : a4s), (r2 : a4d)
One constraint is that each goal cannot be achieved by more than
one robots, e.g. the pen must be delivered to desk A by one robot only.
This is described with bridge rules of the form
¬rl : gi ← rk : gi
where k, l = {1...4} and k 6= l.
3.2 Computing and evaluating coalitions
An equilibrium in MCS represents an acceptable belief state of the
system. Each belief set in this state is derived from the knowledge
base of the corresponding context and is compatible with the appli-
cable bridge rules. For a MCS M(R) that corresponds to a multi-
robot system R, a belief set Si in an equilibrium S = {S1, ..., Sn}
of M(R) describes the goals that robot ri ∈ R can achieve and the
actions that it can perform. S, therefore, here represents a coalition
among the robots in R.
In order to compute the potential coalitions in a multirobot system
R, one then has to formulate the MCS M(R) that corresponds to R,
and compute the equilibria S of M(R). The computation of equi-
libria can either be done by a central entity that monitors the bridge
rules of all robots [2]; or in a distributed fashion using the distributed
algorithm proposed in [6].
Example 2 In our example, the MCS that represents the four robots
has two equilibria, S0 and S1. These represent, respectively, coali-
tions C0 and C1, with which the robots can achieve their goals..
S0 ={{a2s, a1d, a3d, a3c, g3}, {a1s, a4d, a2c, g2},
{a4s, a2d, a4c, g4}, {a3s, a1c, g1}}
S1 ={{a2s, a1d, a3d, a1c, g1}, {a1s, a4d, a2c, g2},
{a4s, a2d, a3c, g3}, {a3s, a4c, g4}}
Typically, efficiency and stability are chosen to evaluate coalitions.
For example, using the values in Figure 1 we can compute the costs
(total distances) of each task in each coalition. C0 is economically
more efficient as at least one robot is better off without making any-
one worse off, all else being equal. C0 is also more cost efficient
than C1, as its total cost (81) is lower than the cost of C1 (87). By
applying the metrics used in [3], we can also compare coalitions in
terms of conviviality, measured by the number of reciprocity based
coalitions that can be formed: The conviviality of C1 (0.000143) is
greater than that of C0 (0.0000897), and therefore C1 is preferred.
4 Summary and Outlook
Compared to most previous works on multirobot cooperation, which
focus on single-robot, independent tasks, we address multi-robot
tasks, which require multiple robots to cooperate by forming coali-
tions. Other works from different areas have handled the same prob-
lem including variants of the contract net protocol [9, 11]; formal
approaches from multiagent systems [10, 13, 14]; and solutions from
robotics based on schema theory [16, 17] or synergy [12]. The contri-
butions of our MCS approach are: (a) it can represent robots with dif-
ferent knowledge representation models and different kinds of inter-
robot relationships such as dependencies, constraints and conflicting
goals; and (b) it allows to compute coalitions either in a centralized
or in a distributed way, and can therefore be applied in settings with
different requirements for information hiding and sharing.
The next step for this work is to integrate in our model prefer-
ences on robots and goals and develop algorithms for preference-
based coalition formation in the presence of conflicting goals, based
on previous work on inconsistency resolution in MCS [1, 4, 7, 8]. We
also plan to extend our approach with elements of dynamic MCS [5],
i.e. schematic bridge rules that are instantiated at run time with con-
crete contexts. This will enable handling changes such as the failure
of a robot, the arrival of a new robot or any change in the operating
environment. We will apply and test our methods in different kinds
of robot-based systems, such as Ambient Intelligence systems.
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